Isolation! Guided Walk Answers
1. St Peter Mancroft - standing at the stop of the steps, and near the handrail with your back to the
Forum, look up at the church tower - how many P's can you see? .... 8
2. St Giles on the Hill - above the entrance door, what is the Saint holding in his arm?... a deer
3. St Benedict's Tower - looking up at the tower, how many sides does it have?.... 8
4. St Michael Coslany - how many figures are on a door and what are they? .... 2 angels
5. St Mary Coslany - what is the viking round tower "a legacy of"? .... the links between the east of
England and Northern Europe.
6. St George Colegate - what gold creature is lying above the clock?
.... a dragon
7. St Edmunds Church - standing at the end of Blackfriars Street, how many glass windows can you
see? .... 6
8. St Martin at Palace Plain - standing at the entrance gate and looking up at the tower - if it was a
cake, how many tiers would it have? .... 5 faces
9. St Mary the Less - what is the name on its entrance door? .... Strangers Gate
10. St Michael at Plea - what is the clock asking? …. Forget Me Not
11. St Peter Parmentergate - what are the two seated figures above the door each holding? …. beads
and bible, church
12. St Etheldreda - what is the shape of the top section of its tower and what is the shape of its
bottom section? And how many path lamps are there? .... octagonal, round and 3
13. St John the Baptist - over the entrance, what is St John wearing? .... an animal skin (possibly goat
or sheep)

